INFRASTRUCTURE TUNING BOOST
The problem
In today’s extraordinary business situation, caused by Covid-19, every company focuses on optimizing
and reducing current expenses. The process takes place in all business functions and organizational
units, including IT. While having a stable and efficient IT is vital for the current stage in which we are so that many of the employees and contractors can perform their jobs from home - pressure on IT
management to find ways to produce additional savings is huge. This is a serious challenge, and IT
managers and directors are looking at every expense, from regular spending through open projects
and even payroll for optimization opportunities. And solutions are hard to find.

We offer a realistic and lasting solution: reduction of IT Infrastructure expenses
Forability offers practical help in the situation by the reduction of IT Infrastructure expenses. Over the
years we have built technical tools and methods, great expertise and field experience in optimizing
the Infrastructure cost of a company’s IT environments. Our focus is on the server part of the IT
architecture (not client devices or network) and includes all types of servers and data storage units
irrespective of their function. We help reduce the repetitive spent on Infrastructure (e.g. expenses on
monthly or annual basis), by changes and fine-tuning in the various systems of the IT landscape, based
on usage patterns and targeted SLAs. It doesn’t matter if you run your environment on-premise, in
private or public Cloud, or in a mixed mode. It doesn’t matter if the IT landscape is smaller or bigger
(hundreds/thousands of servers or VMs) – there is always real potential for optimization. Big part of
our expertise is in SAP and while our service is not limited to it, if you have SAP systems you will get
even more from the service!

What we do and what we take in consideration
We conduct thorough data gathering and analysis not only of Infrastructure usage and trends, but also
of current and desired application performance. We consider your Infrastructure charging model and
give our recommendations a practical orientation that best takes advantage of opportunities in your
infrastructure cost drivers, which in many cases of Cloud hosting, do not correlate with the size or use
of technical resources. We also, take into the analysis the relation between systems sizing and
software licensing when valid.
As a result, we help you get the maximum out of your Infrastructure by using it most effectively. This
means, preserving optimal application performance with minimal infrastructure and license resources
and cost, based on best practices, customer preferences and SLAs. We also provide you with
documented suggestions for further short and long-term opportunities.
This is only possible, in the short time of our service, by the use of our in-house technology for
discovery, monitoring and tuning of system performance and resources provided under the trademark
“Perfominer”, which is applied free of charge in your environment for the duration of our engagement.

You will get the first outcome of the service in the form of analysis and recommendations in 3-4 weeks
from the start. Following the implementation phase of 2-4 weeks, we verify the achieved results and
close the service in a final week of documentation and communication.
Payment for our work takes place after the closure on the condition of achieved results.

What is our background & what makes us unique?
We have a long experience and deep expertise in the area of IT infrastructure, Landscape Design,
Systems Implementation, Systems Migration and Management in IT environments ranging from
smaller to very large around the world.
We capture our expertise in tools and work methods which we provide with ever improving
effectiveness and reducing cost to our customers.
We conduct Research and Development in the area of automated systems management and have
invested for more than 5 years in our own technology for data collection, analysis and management
in the form of a highly innovative and industry leading platform - Perfominer, which will be launched
as separate commercial SAAS offering in 2021.

Why not take the opportunity and get savings?
Why not take advantage of this service? It’s reasonable to try saving from system resources where
possible and safe, instead from people! Often this is possible “for free” without compromising your
critical systems performance or targets and still get same what you get today, or even more.
No need to pay in advance - payments are done only after we achieve results!
Get rid of what is not really needed and preserve cash for your company!

Why choosing Forability?
Forability may be your ideal partner:




We have done it many times for medium and large businesses. We have helped realize millions in
savings in large environments. We have achieved tangible savings in smaller landscapes. We know
what should be done, how to do it, how to document and communicate it and every time we
perfect it further. With us you have an actionable plan from the very beginning.
Our analysis is proficient, and objective. All recommendations are justified and proven by facts,
based on systems usage patterns and other observable data. We use intensively automation for
data gathering and analysis with our special tool, Perfominer, which puts us on an entirely
different level for speed and objectivity versus any alternatives in our industry.



We provide you with short and long-term plans and recommendations, so it is not just one-time
saving - you can continue the path with your own resources and at your own pace.



We value customer satisfaction to an extreme level. We value excellence too, as we view it as the
sole basis of our future success.



We guarantee that your savings will far surpass what you pay for this service. In the rare case of
lack of opportunities for savings we will bear all our service cost.



If you run SAP systems, we have enormous experience with all kind of SAP Infrastructure,
Architecture and Landscape management.



Finally – we are an independent provider with a main goal to help you make savings. You cannot
achieve the same with your Infrastructure vendor or hosting service provider – simply, there is a
conflict of interests. It is only natural that there is lack of motivation in providers directly involved
in service delivery to optimize the cost for their customers at the expense of losing revenue. This
is where Forability becomes your real partner.

ARE YOU INTERESTED? FIND MORE DETAILS ON THE SERVICE HERE:
www.forability.com/infra-tune-boost
www.forability.com
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US ON:
rosen.ianev@forability.com ; contact@forability.com

